What Graduates Say

• The instructors were very easy to get ahold of and were approachable with questions or problems.

• I am thankful for the flexibility the program offers, positive attitudes of instructors, helpfulness, small class sizes, encouragement and overall great nursing staff that do whatever they can to help students and get us to the point of graduation!

• My clinical experiences gave me the opportunity to work in two areas that I probably would have never tried or worked in. Both opened the door for new opportunities.

Flexible Scheduling

Eligible students transfer in as seniors needing 12 courses (30 credits) to complete their BSN. The program accommodates full-time and part-time plans of study. Hybrid course delivery includes both in-class and online learning expectations during the semester.

Innovative Classes

Innovative, evidence-based classes explore the latest developments in health care, with coursework in assessment, research, leadership and management, ethics and community health. Advanced practicum experiences at a variety of sites in Oregon and Washington bridge coursework and theory with clinical practice.

Accessible Faculty

Nursing faculty not only teach our students – they guide and mentor them all the way. Many faculty also do research that helps improve the science and delivery of nursing.

Learn more at nursing.vancouver.wsu.edu.